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Abstract—Nonvolatile memory (NVM)-based training-in-memory (TIME) systems have emerged that can process the neural network (NN) training in an energy-efficient manner. However, the endurance of NVM cells is disappointing, rendering concerns about the lifetime of TIME systems, because the weights of NN models always need to be updated for thousands to millions of times during training. Gradient sparsification (GS) can alleviate this problem by preserving only a small portion of the gradients to update the weights. However, conventional GS will introduce nonuniform writes on different cells across the whole NVM crossbars, which significantly reduces the expected available lifetime. Moreover, an adversary can easily launch malicious training tasks to exactly wear-out the target cells and fast break down the system. In this article, we propose an efficient and effective framework, referred as SGS-ARS, to improve the lifetime and security of TIME systems. The framework mainly contains a structured GS (SGS) scheme for reducing the write frequency, and an aging-aware row swapping (ARS) scheme to make the writes uniform. Meanwhile, we show that the back-propagation mechanism allows the attacker to localize and update fixed memory locations and wear them out. Therefore, we introduce Random-ARS and Refresh techniques to thwart adversarial training attacks, preventing the systems from being fast broken in an extremely short time. Our experiments show that when TIME is programmed to train ResNet-50 on ImageNet dataset, 365× lifetime extension can be achieved without sacrificing the accuracy much or incurring much hardware overhead. Under the adversarial environment, the available lifetime of TIME systems can still be improved by 84×.
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I. INTRODUCTION

D

eep learning has revolutionized the artificial intelligence (AI) technologies in recent years [1]–[3]. With neural network (NN) architectures becoming increasingly deep and wide, the training of state-of-the-art NNs has put a tremendous pressure on the hardware. Due to the high complexity, the NN training is mostly performed on high-performance GPUs and then move the well-trained models to the edge devices for inference. However, there is an increasing demand for empowering learning ability for the edge computing because 1) many applications usually require online learning [4] to enhance the adaptability and 2) it is insecure and inefficient to off-load data and heavy weights to the cloud due to the bandwidth limitation and privacy protection concerns. Therefore, fast and the energy-efficient computing platforms for NN training are highly demanded, especially for edge devices with tight hardware resource and energy budgets. However, as the inherent memory wall exists in the von Neumann architecture, and the feature size of integrated circuit technology is approaching the physical limit [5], researchers are seeking for emerging technologies to replace CMOS-based processors for higher energy efficiency and performance.

Nonvolatile memories (NVMs), such as resistive random-access memory (RRAM) and phase-change memory (PCM), have many advantages, including high density, low power consumption, and suitability for implementing the crossbar structure to perform matrix-vector multiplications efficiently. Therefore, NVMs have been studied to build training-in-memory (TIME) systems for accelerating the NN training. For instance, the TIME [6] architecture and PipeLayer [7] are both emerged as RRAM-based accelerators for the training of CNNs, achieving over 100× energy efficiency improvement and 42.45× speedup than GPU-based implementations, respectively. The PCM-based NN training platform also achieves 280× and 100× better efficiency and throughput than the most-recent GPUs [8]. All these studies demonstrate a promising path to energy-efficient acceleration of training a variety of NNs by using NVM arrays.

However, the limited endurance of NVM devices becomes a main hurdle for the NVM-based TIME systems. While the endurance of state-of-the-art NVM devices covers a wide range from 106 to 1012 [9]–[12], they usually demonstrate much lower endurance cycles when constructing cross-point arrays [13] and multivalue computing systems [14]. By applying the widely known stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimizer, updates of the weight parameters are incurred in every iteration, yielding a write operation on each cell in each update cycle. For example,
ResNet-50 [15] needs approximately $5 \times 10^5$ iterations to be fully trained on the ImageNet dataset [16]. With an endurance limit of $10^7$, NVM-based TIME systems can only execute the training task for $10^7 / (5 \times 10^5) = 20$ times. Moreover, large NNs and complicated datasets (such as GoogLeNet [17] trained on ImageNet) usually require millions of iterations to train. Such limited endurance is far insufficient to support large-scale and long-term NN training.

A straightforward idea of improving the lifetime is to reduce the write amount and frequency on the NVM devices. Regarding the NN training application, it is required that updating as fewer weights as possible throughout the training process. On the algorithm side, many researches have demonstrated the feasibility of optimizing NN models with gradient sparsification (GS) [18]. GS accumulates smaller gradients, and only uses larger ones to update the weights in every iteration. The deep gradient compression (DGC) method [19] can drop off 99.9% of the gradients and utilize only the top-0.1% gradients with the largest magnitude, without sacrificing the accuracy. This enlightens us that through GS, the number of writes to NVM cells can be reduced by three orders of magnitudes. As a result, ideally, the lifetime of TIME systems can be enhanced to $1000 \times$ longer.

Unfortunately, in our experiments with conventional GS, we observe a severe unbalanced writes among different positions of the weight matrix. It stands to reason that frequently updated weights may have significant effects on the feature extraction. Since an update on a weight value corresponds to a write operation on an NVM cell, the frequently written cells will, undesirably, wear out much quicker than the rest. The work in [20] has proved that only 10% broken cells will lead to the failure of the whole system and cause substantial degradation on the NN performance. Therefore, the write uniformity across NVM crossbars is of paramount importance. Moreover, GS introduces additional computation overhead, mainly introduced by top-$k$ selection. To find the gradients with the top-$k$ largest magnitude out of $n$ elements, the most efficient algorithm has the time complexity of $O(n \log_2 k)$. While in large NNs, if all gradients are involved, such time consumption will greatly slow down the pace of training. This drives us to find a faster and low-overhead way to select the important gradients for weight updates.

Moreover, the lifetime extension should be guaranteed under both a secure and adversarial environment. The training of NNs will necessarily incur write operations on certain cells since the essence of training is to tune the weight parameters. Thus, an attacker can launch a malicious training task that contains carefully designed NN architecture, dataset, and configuration to repeatedly write fixed positions and cause the TIME system fast broken. The wear-leveling techniques can alleviate the aging problem significantly, while it would fail if the techniques are leaked to the attackers. Therefore, the protection solution against adversarial attacks must be taken into account.

This article aims to improve the lifetime and security of NVM-based TIME systems. Specifically, the main contributions of this article are listed as follows.

1) We propose structured GS (SGS) by selecting structured gradients to update weights. Row-wise and element-wise sparsification are introduced for gradient matrices with the different number of rows.

2) We propose an aging-aware row swapping (ARS) method to balance the write count across all rows in crossbars, by which the write unbalance can be efficiently mitigated. The tradeoffs for balancing the overhead and the write uniformity are also discussed to select the optimal hyper-parameters of ARS.

3) We analyze the security vulnerability for the TIME system with limited endurance. We also introduce Random-ARS and Refresh techniques to defend against malicious attacks and enhance the reliability of TIME under adversarial settings.

4) We make thorough experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed framework. Our experiments demonstrate that the lifetime of TIME can be extended to $356 \times$ the original with a negligible overhead and small accuracy sacrifice ($\approx 1\%$) if programmed to process the training of ResNet-50 on ImageNet. Meanwhile, our framework can simultaneously improve the available lifetime by $84 \times$ under adversarial settings.

II. PRELIMINARIES AND RELATED WORK

A. NVM-Based Neural Network Training

The NVM devices can build efficient computing-in-memory neural computing systems. An NVM cell is an element which has multiple analogue states, and each state can represent a number. Multiple cells can construct crossbars to perform efficient analog matrix-vector multiplications at the location of memory to avoid the data moving. If we map a matrix on the conductances of NVM cells in the crossbar, and transform a vector as the input voltage signals, the NVM crossbar can perform analog matrix-vector multiplications efficiently.

According to Ohm’s law and Kirchhoff’s current law, the relationship between the input voltages and output current can be represented as: $i_{out}(z) = \sum_{j=1}^{M} g(z,j) \cdot v_{in}(j)$, where $v_{in}$ is the input voltage vector (denoted by $j = 1, 2, \ldots, M$), $i_{out}$ is the output current vector (denoted by $z = 1, 2, \ldots, N$), $g(z,j)$ represents the conductance of NVM which in $z$th row and $j$th column of the crossbar ($M \times N$). The matrix-vector multiplications dominate the main computation in the convolutional and fully connected (FC) layers, leading to tremendous opportunities for accelerating NN computing by using the NVM crossbars.

The essence of NN training is to search the optimal weight parameters to better fit the inputs and labeled outputs. Mapped on the NVM-based TIME, it inculs the tuning of resistance states (also referred to as write/program operations) of the NVM devices correspondingly. After fetching the gradients of weights in every iteration, the voltage drivers will apply voltage pulses (with various amplitudes or duration) to tune the resistance states to expected values. Thus, in-memory training of NN models can be implemented.

B. Gradient Sparsification

GS was first proposed to resolve the communication bottleneck in distributed NN training by reducing the communication data size by sending only the significant gradients for the
weight update [18], [19], [21], as shown in Fig. 1. Two simple heuristics for significance are the gradient magnitude [18], [19] and the ratio of gradient magnitude to the weight magnitude [21]. To avoid losing information, the rest of the gradients are accumulated locally and eventually become large enough to transmit. GS for distributed training is also practical for NN training with a single node. SGD performs the following update:

\[
F(w) = \frac{1}{|\chi|} \sum_{x \in \chi} f(x, w), \quad w_{t+1} = w_t - \eta \frac{1}{bT} \sum_{x \in B_t} \nabla f(x, w_t)
\]

(1)

where \( \chi \) is the training dataset, \( w \) are the weights of a network, \( f(x, w) \) is the loss computed from samples \( x \in \chi \), \( \eta \) is the learning rate, and \( B_t \) is a mini-batch of size \( b \) sampled from \( \chi \) at iteration \( t \). Consider the weight value \( w_{i}^{(l)} \) of \( l \)th position in flattened weights \( w \). After \( T \) iterations, we have

\[
w_{i+T}^{(l)} = w_i^{(l)} - \eta T \left( \frac{1}{bT} \sum_{\tau=0}^{T-1} \sum_{x \in B_{\tau+t}} \nabla f(x, w_{\tau+t}) \right).
\]

(2)

Equation (2) shows that local gradient accumulation can be considered as increasing the batch size from \( b \) to \( bT \) (the first summation over the iteration \( \tau \)), where \( T \) is the length of the sparse update interval between two iterations at which the gradient of \( w_{i}^{(l)} \) is adopted. Local gradient accumulation ensures the convergence of training with sparse gradients. The sparsity of gradients is able to achieve 99.9% without any loss of accuracy [19]. Therefore, it is promising to substantially reduce the update times by introducing GS in the NN training.

C. Compensation for the Limited Endurance

In addition to the algorithmic innovations, previous work has also intensively discussed the methods for compensating the limited endurance of NVM-based memory system and neural computing system.

Fault-Tolerant Techniques: Fault-tolerant techniques have been proposed to prolong the lifetime of NVM-based systems and enable the reliability of TIME or neural computing systems. Typically, redundant or spare units are preset and utilized to replace the wear-out cells. The approach proposed in [22] makes full use of all available mapping space to tolerant stuck-at faults of the RRAM cells. While this article aims at the inference of NN, and with high complexity on algorithm mapping since the models only need be deployed for once, which is not applicable for training. The work in [20] proposes a fault-tolerant training method to reduce the impact of faults in RRAM cells, so that the system availability can still be guaranteed even if errors occur during training, thereby extending the lifetime. They achieve 10× lifetime extension, which is, however, not satisfactory enough for long-term stability.

Write Reduction Techniques: Many work has proposed to prolong the lifetime of NVM-based systems by eliminating the redundant write. For example, in NVM-based main memory applications, Flip-N-write scheme [23] has been proposed to reduce the number of bit-flips when writing new data. While in NN application, each NVM cell usually store multiple bits, and every updating will incur a tuning operation on each cell. Therefore, such methods do not fit well with NN training.

Wear-Leveling Techniques: Wear-leveling techniques have been widely studied for endurance-limited memories, such as commonly seen FLASH-based storage devices, PCM, etc. The frequently utilized approaches are to set lifetime management modules to record the written times and rearrange the storage of data [24]–[26]. Periodically, the frequently written memory rows will be remapped to the least written rows (LWRs). While such methods will introduce additional storage overhead, since the registers for write counting are set to record the aging status of all segments, and the mapping tables are required to keep track of the mappings of logical address and physical address. Approaches with less overhead have been also discussed. For example, the Start-Gap wear leveling technique proposed in [27] used tow registers to record the Start and Gap locations when moving the memory rows. However, this method will lose the effectiveness when the write operations concrete in a spatial close region, because the approach can only move a heavy-written row to its neighboring rows. Although all the above techniques perform well on the memory systems, they all have their own shortcomings. The training of NN is always a black box for the trainers, i.e., the updates of the weights are unpredictable but show certain spatial and temporal concentrations. Thus far, the wear-leveling method for in-memory NN training is still in lack.

Programming Optimizations: Previous work has also explored the optimization of conductance state switching to increase the endurance cycles of RRAM [14]. They argue that shrinking the analog switching window under weak tuning pulses can increase the endurance cycles of RRAM by more than five orders of magnitude than the full window switching under strong tuning pulses. However, the nonlinearity and dynamic range of RRAM will degrade, which leads to smaller on/off ratio and the sacrifice of the accuracy of NN training.

Security Protection: Prior work has discussed the security vulnerability of NVM main memory systems, while few studies have discussed the security problem of TIME systems. The simplest way to attack the endurance-limited memories is repeatedly writing a same position [27], [28]. Although wear-leveling methods can alleviate the problem, an obfuscation of data mapping is required to prevent the attackers from knowing the exact physical address of data [28]. Further, online detection [29] can recognize malicious write stream and adopt adaptive wear-leveling to reduce the overhead.

Despite the effectiveness of the above studies for compensating the limited endurance, they have their own shortcomings, and cannot be directly transferred. While they provide promising guidance to design protection solutions for the TIME systems. Besides, many of them are orthogonal to this article, and can be combined to obtain a better improvement.
III. MOTIVATIONAL EXAMPLES

A. Shortcomings of Conventional GS

Theoretically, the conventional GS seems very likely to reduce the total number of weight operations. However, two undesired phenomena occur in our simulations of training ResNet-20 and VGG-11 on the CIFAR-10 dataset, which are highly unfriendly to the NVM crossbar and make the improvement on lifetime far less appealing than expected.

Unbalanced Writes: Different positions of FC weight matrices or convolutional (CONV) kernels usually do not share the equal chance to be updated in the conventional GS. After mapping weights to NVM crossbars, it leads to the unbalanced writes on NVM cells. Fig. 2 shows the overall write distributions of two sample NVM crossbars. Each one corresponds to a weight matrix of a layer in the network models. Both of the two NN models are trained for 64,000 iterations. The left one demonstrates the write distribution of the second convolutional layer of ResNet-20 (3 × 3 × 16 × 16, reshaped as 144 × 16), and the right shows the last FC layer of VGG-11 (1024 × 10).

The distribution maps show a severe unbalance in the total write times throughout the whole matrix. With 99.9% gradient sparsity, the expected write times shall be 64,000 × 0.1% ≈ 64 if with an ideal uniformity. Though, in ResNet-20, some cells are written for up to over 400 times, and some are written even less than ten times. It gets even worse in the FC layer of VGG-11 as the maximum of write times surges to 5595. The FC layers show much severer nonuniformity than CONV layers caused by the dense connections. In this occasion, frequently written cells will wear out much more quickly than expected, following by soft faults or stuck-at-faults (SAFs). Therefore, a write-balanced solution is required.

Overhead of Gradient Top-k Selection: Sorting operations are needed to find out the most significant gradients to update the weights, which incurs prohibitively expensive cost. As stated before, the time complexity of selecting top-k from n numbers approaches O(n log2 k). Taking the largest CONV layer of VGG-11 as an example, the weights are shaped as 3×3×512×512. If all n = 2359296 gradients are involved for searching the top 0.1% gradients (k = n × 0.1% = 2359) with the largest magnitude, the computation amount increase by O(107). Such large extra cost drives us to design a better sparsification method with less additional overhead.

B. Vulnerability

The TIME systems are also vulnerable to the adversarial attacks. Analogues to attacking NVM-based main memories, the way to attack a TIME system is to force the optimizer repeatedly update a fixed physical location. In NN training application, to exactly force the system to update the target location, the attackers can utilize the nature of gradient generation mechanism. Since the gradients with respect to weights are dependent of both the back-propagated gradients and the inputs, the weight gradients can be finely controlled by specifically designing the inputs. Taking a simplest FC layer as an example, the computation of FC layer is a matrix-vector multiplication. Note the cost function as J, the input feature map of layer l as x_l, the output of layer l as y_l, the forward pass and the gradient generation with respect to the weights w_l can be represented as following:

\[ y_l^j = \sum_{i=1}^{N} x_l^i \cdot w_l^i, j = \frac{\partial J}{\partial w_l^i}, \frac{\partial J}{\partial y_l^j} = \frac{\partial J}{\partial y_l^j}, \frac{\partial y_l^j}{\partial w_l^i} = \frac{\partial J}{\partial y_l^j} \cdot x_l^i. \tag{3} \]

Through this, an attacker can continuously write the same address by specifically designing the input and the back-propagated loss under the GS mechanism. For example, if the attack goal position is (i, j), the process can set x_l^i and \( \delta y_l^j \) as nonzeros and the others as zeros. Therefore, the gradient located in (i, j) will obviously the largest because it is the only nonzero number in the matrix.

We show the malicious process can fast disable fixed locations by the example illustrated in Algorithm 1. We assume that the attacker’s goal is destroying the cell located in (i, j) of the cross-point NVM array. Then a simple network and training task can be constructed. Assuming the size of the NVM crossbar as (M, N), an FC layer with M input neurons and N output neurons will be constructed and spread onto the crossbar. Then, Algorithm 1 can force the system continuously write on the goal position. The loop will iteratively switch the W_ij between 1 and −1. Hence, each update will precisely program the target cell between a high-resistance state and low-resistance state. Moreover, the attacks can be extended to simultaneously attack multiple crossbar arrays via multilayer network and multithreading technique.

The motivations behind the malicious process include: an authorized user may deliberately break down the system before the quality assurance expires to get a chance to replace a brand new device; or an unauthorized user (e.g., hackers or competitors) may launch malicious attacks to achieve their illegal purposes. Therefore, a comprehensive solution to prolong the lifetime of TIME systems shall not only ensure the effectiveness under normal use but also thwart the threats under adversarial settings.

![Fig. 2. Overall write distribution of RRAM crossbars. Left: the second CONV layer of ResNet-20. Right: the last FC layer of VGG-11. Total training iteration counts are both 64,000.](image)
Motivated by the above observations, we propose a simple but effective framework to extend the lifetime of TIME systems under both secure and adversarial settings, referred as the SGS-ARS framework. The overall framework is shown in Fig. 3. Among the main components, the SGS and ARS are carefully designed to reduce the write times and mitigate the unbalanced writes, which will be introduced in Sections V and VI, respectively, in detail. In addition, we introduce random ARS and Refresh mechanisms to enhance the security by obfuscating the mapping of weights in Section VII.

The whole process goes as follows. At the beginning of each iteration, the decisions to perform ARS and Refresh are made based on whether the current iteration number is a multiple of ARS interval [swap interval (SI)] or Refresh interval (RI), followed by the normal inference and backpropagation pass to obtain the gradients. Then the gradients with respect to the weights are sent to the comparator elements (CEs) to select the one with the largest magnitude. Subsequently, SGS is applied to update the weights. A row count threshold (RCT) is used to partition the NN layers into two types, which is set to 128 in our implementation. If the row count of the weight matrix of a layer is less than RCT, the element-wise sparsification will be applied; otherwise, the row-wise sparsification will be adopted to update weights. These steps will be repeated until the configured maximum number of training iterations.

V. STRUCTURED GRADIENT SPARSIFICATION

As observed in Fig. 2, write unbalance introduced by the concentration of sparse updates on weight matrices can be considered as a dual character, since it exhibits a structured pattern. This structured concentration of updated locations facilitates the remapping of weights. In the meantime, structured write operations on the NVM crossbar can be fully parallelized. Inspired by these natural characteristics of GS and NVM crossbar structure, we propose the SGS to overcome the drawbacks of directly applying conventional GS. SGS not only adapts well to NVM by sparsifying the gradients in an crossbar-friendly structured pattern but also significantly reduces the complexity of the sparsification by changing the way to select the gradients in need for the weights update. Fig. 4(a) illustrates the channel-wise, row-wise, and element-wise SGS. To ensure sufficient sparsity, two parts are introduced in this article: 1) the row-wise sparsification and 2) the element-wise sparsification.

A. Row-Wise Sparsification

Fig. 4(b) illustrates the row-wise structured sparsification process. When mapping on NVM crossbars, both FC and CONV layer are treated as matrix–matrix multiplication, since the kernels of CONV layer are reshaped from 4-D tensors $k \times k \times C \times N$ to matrices $(k^2C \times N)$, where $k$ is the kernel size, $C$ is the number of input channels, and $N$ is the number of output channels. Row-wise SGS selects an entire row of weight matrix where the max gradient magnitude lies. Due to the backpropagation computation trait of TIME systems, one row of the gradients can be obtained in each cycle [6], and these gradients are calculated in parallel. Then the maximum gradient magnitude in the row will be popped out. After the last row of gradients is finished, we immediately get the index of the row which contains the maximum magnitude of the whole gradient matrix, and update the corresponding row of weights. Accordingly, the sparsity of row-wise SGS will be $1 - 1/(k^2C)$. Row-wise sparsification is naturally favorable for the crossbar structure, since the crossbar supports writing cells in one row in parallel [30], [31]. It helps significantly reduce the writing cycles for the weight update and enforces the write distribution to be uniform in rows.

In the meantime, we introduce a hyper-parameter $N_{\text{update}}$ in the SGS algorithm to determine the number of rows per iteration. A lower $N_{\text{update}}$ indicates a higher sparsity of the gradients. Despite that, an increasing sparsity of the gradients will definitely incur less weight updating overhead and enable a longer lifetime, because the number of write operations per iteration decreases, it may also lead to a deteriorating or slowing convergence. The NN models will converge more slowly in the early training stage when applying a larger sparsity, because at the beginning, the NN models can be optimized along various directions as the weights are randomly initialized. And the convergence will gradually catch up the pace of dense gradients in the later stage because of the smaller gradients and more explicit optimization direction. Therefore, we also empirically discover the tradeoffs of balancing the convergence and the overhead in Section VIII.

B. Element-Wise Sparsification.

In small weight matrices with very few rows, the sparsity of row-wise sparsification will be much lower than desired. For example, the first CONV layer of most CNNs has kernel tensors shaped as $k \times k \times 3 \times N$, where $k$ usually ranges from 3 to 7, as the input images commonly have three channels (RGB). In this scenario, the gradient sparsity of row-wise sparsification will be $1 - 1/(3k^2)$. When $k = 3$, only 96.3% sparsity is achieved. To increase the sparsity, a finer-grained sparsification scheme should be exploited. As shown in Fig. 4(c), the element-wise sparsification follows a similar process to the row-wise. The difference is that the index of the column where
the maximum gradient magnitude lies is also calculated along with the index of the row, and we only update the corresponding location in the weight matrix. Consequently, the gradient sparsity will rise to $1 - 1/(k^2C \times N)$.

C. Complexity Analysis

The complexity of row-wise and element-wise SGS mainly concentrate on maximum value selection. With a kernel size of $k^2 C \times N$, selecting the gradients with the largest magnitude in all rows will be operated for $k^2 C$ times; and selecting the largest one from these gradients will be operated for one time. Thus, the total operation count will be $k^2 C \times (N + 1)$ for row-wise SGS. If operating serially, the time complexity will be $O(k^2 C \times (N + 1)) \approx O(n)$, where $n = k^2 C \times N$, which is far less than $O(n \log_2 s)$ as conventional GS which picks the top-$s$ from $n$ numbers. And if operating in parallel, the time complexity will be reduced to $O(\log_2 n)$.

VI. AGING-AWARE ROW SWAPPING

Although the row-wise SGS ensures the cells in one row to share the same write times, the write distribution is still extremely unbalanced among rows. However, the row-wise operation fits the horizontal stripe pattern of the write distribution shown in Fig. 2. It intensifies the concentration of writes and thus is favorable for row swapping to balance the write-load. Therefore, we propose the ARS approach when processing the training tasks, to dynamically adjust the weight mapping at a small extra overhead.

A. Basic Process

In the training with sparse gradients, if some locations are updated much more often than others, it is reasonable to assume that they will be updated frequently in the following training iterations because their significance on extracting the features has been highlighted. So if we conduct a remapping and swap the rows which are mostly written with the rows which are least written, the write times across whole crossbars will be prospectively more balanced.

Fig. 5 shows the basic process of row swapping. Registers are placed to count the write times of all cells. As the cells in one row share the same write times, only $M$ registers are needed to record the ages in a crossbar of size $M \times N$. If the maximum training iteration number is set to $T$, the bit-width of a counter register only need to be $\log_2(T)$ at most. Thus, the total memory requirement of write counters will be $M \log_2(T)$. Moreover, an ARS interval (noted as SI) is set to control the frequency of row swapping, and a variable $R$ is set to decide the number of swapped rows in each ARS operation. Every SI iterations, the most-written $R$ rows and the least-written $R$ rows are picked out, respectively; then swap the largest one with the smallest one, the second largest one with the second smallest one, and so forth. In theory, such in-order swapping can maximize the uniformity, while it is not robust to adversarial attacks because the row mapping relationship determined by the ARS can be easily cracked. We further discuss the security problem in Section VII.

B. Trade-Offs

As stated above, the process of ARS is in control of two hyper-parameters, the ARS Interval SI and the number of swapped rows $R$ in each ARS operation, and will introduce extra overhead. First, the swapping of two RRAM crossbar rows needs to read out the original weights on these rows, and then write them back to each other’s positions, respectively. In other words, an ARS incurs a read operation and a write operation on each cell in the selected rows. Second, performing the ARS during training requires not only an interruption...
but also the rescheduling of the input data addressing, since the weight mapping has been changed.

Performing ARS more frequently certainly results in more balanced writes. Since each row swapping needs to rewrite the weights mapped on corresponding rows, it will stop being profitable to continue to decrease the interval SI, when the SI reaches a threshold value. Moreover, the configuration of R also should take into consideration the tradeoff between hardware overhead and write-load balance. In our implementation, we experimentally find an optimal pair of \((SI, R)\), which is presented in Section VIII.

C. Address Mapping

It is noticeable that the ARS algorithm will swap the weight positions continuously throughout the training process, which changes the mapping addresses of the weight parameters. To ensure the computational correctness, the ARS scheme requires additional architectural support for sending the propagated feature maps and gradients to their correct positions. This raises a challenge that there must be a connection router module to connect the NVM crossbars. Xia et al. [20] proposed to eliminate the router overhead by reordering the neurons, i.e., if swapping the \(i\)th and \(j\)th row of the \(n\)th layer’s weights, the \(i\)th and \(j\)th column of the \((n-1)\)th layer’s weights shall be swapped simultaneously. However, two problems arise under the reordering mechanism. First, supporting both row- and column-oriented parallel write will incur significant overhead. Despite multidimensional-access memories [32] have been developed to enable the write along both the horizontal and vertical axes, they require duplication or alteration to the driving circuitry in the interfaces. Without the multidimensional write mechanism, the reordering will consume a lot of cycles. Second, the reordering has a great impact on the flexibility of CONV weights accommodation, because moving one column in the \((n-1)\)th CONV layer will reorder \(k \times k\) rows in the \(n\)th (the next) CONV layer. This will degrade the efficiency of the ARS algorithm because the swapping must be performed at the channel granularity.

In most NVM-based systems, the arrays communicate with each other by utilizing buffers and NoCs instead of directly physical connection. We propose to resolve the addressing problem by introducing address mapping look-up tables (AM-LUTs). The AM-LUTs will be set to record the mapping relationship of the original row number and the swapped row number. The AM-LUTs will be maintained throughout the training process. Before the data being transmitted to the next layer, the actual address (row number) shall be transformed according to the AM-LUTs. Because the ARS algorithm only swaps the mapping of weights inside the same layer. Hence, assuming the row number of a neural layer as \(R_{\text{all}}\), the memory occupation for the AM-LUTs will reach \(R_{\text{all}} \times \log_2 R_{\text{all}}\) bits.

The desirable characteristics of NVM crossbars for NN training include the dimensional scalability that can always hold whole parameters of the neural layers. However, the NVM crossbars are improperly scaled up as excepted, owing to the IR-drop, sneak-path, manufacturing technology constraints, etc. Previous work has discussed the splitting mechanisms to enable the mapping of large weight matrix onto the size-limited cross-point NVM arrays. We integrate the same splitting strategy as proposed in [33]. Therefore, when mapping the weights onto multiple crossbars, there may be spare rows that are not utilized. The spare rows will be utilized in the swapping operations to fully disperse the write across the whole arrays. Therefore, the total rows involved in the ARS scheme will be \((k^2C/M) \ast M\) in CONV layers and \([N_i/M] \ast M\) in FC layers, where \(k\) represents the kernel size and \(C\) represents the input channel count in CONV layers, and \(N_i\) represents the input neuron count in FC layers.

VII. Defense Against the Attacks

Although the SGS-ARS framework prospectively brings significant enhancement to the lifetime compared with training with dense gradients, the endurance-limited NVM-based TIME systems are still vulnerable to the adversarial attacks. Thus far, we only consider the normal training workloads, e.g., the training of ResNet or VGG, etc. However, the TIME systems will be threatened by malicious NN training. An adversary who knows about the working mechanism of SGS-ARS framework can easily design an attack that stresses target rows and cause them to quickly reach the endurance limit, thereby making the entire TIME system failed. In this section, we discuss a possible adversarial attack model, and extend the SGS-ARS framework to enhance the availability of TIME systems under such malicious attacks.

A. Problem Formulation

The goal of attack is to repeatedly write the same target physical rows under the SGS-ARS framework. Therefore, the attackers should finish two basic processes: one is to localize the target physical row, and the other is to force the system to write this row. We denote the former process as “localization” and the latter one as “targeting,” and we will explain how to implement these two processes as following.

Targeting can be implemented by using the same mechanism as introduced in Section III. To locate the target row and update it, we need to maximize the gradients of the weights in this row. According to (3), when setting the \(x_t^i\) as nonzeros and the others \((i = 1, 2, \ldots, N_i, i \neq t)\) as zeros, the gradients can be controlled as \(g_{t,i}^l \neq 0, g_{t,i}^l = 0, (i \neq t)\). Under the SGS mechanism, the row \(t\) will be updated because the absolute values of the \(t\) row gradients with respect to the weights are always the largest ones in the matrix. Therefore, the attacker will succeed to force the system to update the target row.

Localization is required to track the target row after the ARS operations. We assume that the mapping relationship of the algorithmic weight address and the actual physical address is invisible to the user. Without wear-leveling techniques, the attackers only need to specify a row at the beginning and then iterative write on it. However, the ARS technique is applied to make the write traffic uniform, so the mapping relationship of the algorithmic weights and the physical address keeps changing. Therefore, to precisely attack the target row after the swapping, the attacker will track the weights that are mapped on the target row. As shown in Fig. 6, the process in each swap interval can be divided into two stages to realize the goal. We first define several notations to illustrate the overall process: the most-written (also the attack target) row \(R_t\), the weights...
Fig. 6. Example adversarial attacking method, in which the crossbar size is set as \((M, N) = (128, 128)\), and the SI as 1024. (a) Adversarial network architecture can spread the adversarial attacking targets among all the available crossbars by setting the FC layers with \(M\) input neurons and \(N\) output neurons. (b) Stages of attacking the target row in an ARS round, where \(E = SI - M + 2 = 898\). (c) Maximum write times versus the training iteration. (d) Example maximum write times within an ARS round.

W_t which are initially mapped on \(R_t\), the LWR \(R_s\), and the weights \(W_s\) which are initially mapped on \(R_s\).

Stage 1 (Initialization): To attack \(R_t\), the attacker must know which weights are currently mapped on it. Therefore, the process first launches an initialization on the write counter. Because the ARS always swaps the most written rows (MWRs) with the LWRs, the attacker only needs to distinguish two rows, one with the most written times, i.e., \(R_t\), and the other with the least written times, i.e., \(R_s\), then the weights \(W_s\) will certainly be swapped with \(W_t\) when performing the ARS. Therefore, in the initialization phase, the process will first write all the rows except for \(R_s\) for 1 time, and never write \(R_s\), so that the weight position can be exactly tracked.

Stage 2 (Attacking): The next stage of the malicious process will launch repeat writing on \(R_t\) until the SI arrives. Every time when performing the ARS operation, the weights \(W_t\) will always migrate to where \(W_s\) lies, and similarly, the weights \(W_s\) will be remapped to where \(W_t\) lies. Therefore, in the odd ARS intervals, to force the system to update the physical address \(R_t\), the following weight updating will be simply performed on \(W_t\). And in the even ARS rounds, the weights mapped on \(R_t\) will be \(W_s\). Thus, the updating will be performed on \(W_t\), thereby still triggering the write on \(R_t\). Repeatedly, the attackers can always update on the same physical row \(R_t\). Since each swapping operation incurs a write on both the MWRs and the LWRs, the write counter of \(R_s\) will increase one. Thus, within every swap interval, the above two stages will be performed.

Hence, such adversarial process can be utilized by an attacker to fast break the system even only with a common user authorization. Kindly noted that the attacks are not only effective under our framework but also can be adjusted to disable the other similar wear-leveling techniques if they are leaked. Through designing the training data and network architecture, the attackers can easily realize targeted weight updates, thereby enabling repeat writing to targeted rows. In this scenario, the time to make a target row fail can be given

\[
T_{\text{fail}} = \text{Endurance} \times T_{\text{unit}} \times \frac{SI}{SI - (M - 2) + 1}
\]

where \(T_{\text{unit}}\) is defined as the time period of performing an iteration of training. The fraction item indicates that every SI round, there must be \(M - 2\) writes to finish the initialization and one additional write will be incurred due to the ARS. By deploying the network architecture on the TIME system as shown in Fig. 6, the attacker is able to spread the malicious process on all the memory crossbars. Besides, because all the FC layers are independent of each other, the malicious processes can be parallel. The process can be fast because the training batch size can be configured as one, thus processing an input can incur an update. Assume \(T_{\text{unit}} = 0.0005\) s,\(^1\) and the endurance of NVM cells as \(10^7\) cycles, the attackers will be able to fail a target row within 1.5 h. Therefore, a defence solution is highly demanded to enhance the reliability. Motivated by this, we extend the framework to enhance the attack difficulty, thereby preventing the TIME systems from being fast broken by the malicious attacks.

B. Protection Solution

To ensure the reliability of the TIME systems under adversarial settings, we extend our SGS-ARS framework to enhance the ability of defending the malicious attacks as mentioned

\(^1\)The time consumption is estimated based on the 42.25× speedup than GPU reported in [7]. We run the attack process on a GPU, which consumes approximately 0.02 second per iteration.
above. To protect the TIME systems from being threatened by the malicious attacks, we need to enhance the difficulty of at least one of the two steps of the malicious process: 1) localization and 2) targeting. For better convergence of the NN training, larger gradients often contribute more to the convergence speed. Therefore, it is always preferred to update the weights with the largest gradients. From the perspective of algorithm, it is more prospective to defend the attacks by obfuscating the mapping relationship, thereby preventing the attackers from accurately locating the target row.

**Random-ARS:** Randomness in swapping operations can confuse the attacker’s judgement of the target physical address. It increases the difficulty of tracking a specific row during training as the mapping physical address of the weights will be unpredictable. Motivated by this, we introduce a randomized ARS scheme (referred to as Random-ARS) to enhance the attack difficulty. Recall that the ARS scheme always swaps the MWRs to the LWRs. We can randomize the swapping operations by randomly constructing a random mapping relationship of the MWRs and LWRs, instead of swapping by following the order of the written times. Theoretically, assuming the swapping row number as \( R \), i.e., changing the mapping of weights in the most-written \( R \) rows and the least-written \( R \) rows, the attack overhead will increase by \( R \) times. Therefore, the expected time to failure of the TIME system under adversarial setting will be extended to \( T_{\text{fail}} \times R \) as the malicious write will be randomly distributed across the \( R \) rows.

**Refresh:** Although that the Random-ARS can alleviate the threats of being attacked, the attackers still have opportunities to break down the system by tracking a group of target rows \( (R \) rows). Our goal is to completely prevent the attackers from tracking the actual physical mapping of the weights. Ideally, the expected fail time should approach \( T_{\text{fail}} \times M \). Motivated by this, we further extend the framework by dynamically refreshing the mapping relationship periodically to avoid the mapping information leaked.

The protection solution will introduce additional overhead and new security risk from the following two aspects. On the one hand, the Refresh operation shuffles all the weight mapping, thereby obfuscating the addresses to prevent the attackers from exactly tracking the target row. Refresh incurs large energy and time overhead, because the Refresh remaps all rows of weights and the ARS only swaps the selected \( R \) rows. Therefore, the frequency RI of applying Refresh should be controlled within a reasonable range. Actually, there is no need to perform the Refresh operations frequently. As our goal is distributing the write stress of the malicious attack to all rows, an appropriate interval of performing Refresh is \( R \times SI \) iterations. As within this interval, the expected write time on each row is SI, which is consistent with the protection goal. On the other hand, random number generators (RNGs) will be required to generate the randomness for the Random-ARS and Refresh operations. The randomness should be invisible and unpredictable because the essence of our approaches is to prevent the mapping relationship from being tracked. Previous work has intensively discussed about the randomness quality, efficiency, and security of RNGs from the generation methods [34], [35] and hardware [36], [37]. Meanwhile, the countermeasures against possible information leakage attacks (e.g., side-channel attacks [38]) can be utilized to protect the generated randomness. Therefore, this article assumes that the attackers cannot extract or predict the randomness and the AM-LUT information.

### VIII. Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of our SGS-ARS framework and the ability of defending against malicious attacks. We evaluate the framework from several key metrics, including the accuracy influence, the tradeoffs, the write uniformity, the security under adversarial attacks, and the performance overhead for deploying the framework.

#### A. Experiment Setup

**Benchmark:** We construct the training of VGG-16 [1], ResNet-20 [15], and MobileNet-v1 [39] network architectures with the CIFAR dataset for the performance evaluation, and ResNet-50 trained on the ImageNet dataset is designed for validating the large-scale training performance. We also contrast the performance with four existing methods. The “baseline” method refers to training without GS; the “conventional GS” method refers to the conventional GS; the “FT-Train” method refers to the Fault-Tolerant Training method proposed in [20]; and the “Start*Gap” method proposed in [27].

**Evaluation Metric:** Our experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of the framework from four aspects. First, the performance of trained NN models should be guaranteed, because it is necessary for an NN training system to provide a satisfying accuracy for the users. Second, recalling that the main motivation is to enhance the lifetime of TIME systems, we also evaluate the lifetime extension brought by the framework. We define the “lifetime” as the fastest time that one row in the NVM crossbars reach the endurance limit, assuming there is no spare rows or crossbars and no fault-tolerant module which enables normal functionality even with a reasonable fault ratio, because these methods are orthogonal to the proposed framework and can be combined. Besides, the variation on the endurance characteristic is not considered. All the NVM cells are regarded with a same endurance. Third, we also discuss the security under adversarial settings, and evaluate the effectiveness of the extension to defend the malicious attacks. Fourth, we evaluate the additional overhead introduced by the architectural support of SGA-ARS framework.

**Configurations:** In default, the configurations of the hardware and resources are listed as Table I. We set the swap interval SI and swapped row number \( R \) as \( (1024, 32) \) to trade-off the overhead based on the observation in the experiments in Section VIII-C. Besides, the other parameters are decided based on the commonly used hardware settings and actual limitations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Configuration</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Endurance Cycle</td>
<td>10'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crossbar Size</td>
<td>256x256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swap Interval (SI)</td>
<td>1024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swapped #Row/ST (R)</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refresh Interval (RI)</td>
<td>32768</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table II
Experimental Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Classification Accuracy</th>
<th>Sparsity of SGS (Ratio, N_{update})</th>
<th>#Max Writes</th>
<th>Lifetime Extension</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SGS Top-1 Top-5 Baseline Top-1 Top-5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet-20</td>
<td>Cifar10</td>
<td>91.5% (+0.6%) - 92.1% -</td>
<td>99.7%, 1</td>
<td>371</td>
<td>64124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cifar100</td>
<td>67.8% (+0.4%) 90.9% (+0.1%) 67.4% 90.8%</td>
<td>99.7%, 1</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>64124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MobileNet</td>
<td>Cifar10</td>
<td>91.2% (+0.6) - 91.8% -</td>
<td>99.9%, 1</td>
<td>609</td>
<td>64124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cifar100</td>
<td>66.7% (+0.9%) 89.3% (+0.1%) 67.6% 89.4%</td>
<td>99.9%, 1</td>
<td>603</td>
<td>64124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGG-16</td>
<td>Cifar10</td>
<td>92.6% (+1.4%) - 94.0% -</td>
<td>99.7%, 4</td>
<td>466</td>
<td>78200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cifar100</td>
<td>71.1% (+1.6%) 89.5% (+1.1%) 72.7% 90.6%</td>
<td>99.1%, 32</td>
<td>1503</td>
<td>78200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>ImageNet</td>
<td>75.1% (+1.0%) 92.4% (+0.5%) 76.1% 92.9%</td>
<td>99.8%, 1</td>
<td>1264</td>
<td>450450</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 The update numbers of the layers in VGG-16 are configured as min(R_{all} \times 1%, 32) when trained on CIFAR-100 dataset.
2 N/R represents the data is not reported in [20]

Fig. 7. Convergence curves of training NN models (left: ResNet-20; right: VGG-16) on the CIFAR-10 dataset with different gradient sparsity. “Dense training” represents the conventional training with dense gradients, and the others represent training with SGS algorithm, in which N represent the number of updated rows N_{update} per layer in each iteration.

B. Accuracy Influence

Accuracy: We demonstrate the performance of SGS-ARS methodology by evaluating the classification accuracy of the trained models. We select several classical network architectures and datasets as examples to show the accuracy. Table II shows that there is slight loss of top-1 accuracy on ResNet-20 and MobileNet-v1 with N_{update} = 1. However, VGG-16 requires less sparse gradients to converge better and achieve comparable accuracy. A similar phenomenon has also been observed in [40] which reasons that the VGGs place the critical weights across the whole layers. Thus, the weights updating needs to be applied over a wider range of weights. Besides, when it comes to the large scale dataset and deeper NN, the experiment of ResNet-50 only displays 1.0% loss of top-1 accuracy. Overall, SGS-ARS is able to acquire very close performance as the baseline.

Convergence Effectiveness: We contrast the convergence of the NN training with the SGS algorithm under different sparsity. As shown in Fig. 7, the convergence speed of training ResNet-20 with sparse gradients almost coincides with the training with dense gradients. As for VGG-16, two conclusions can be figured out from the results. First, a lower sparsity (i.e., updating more rows per iteration) demonstrates a faster convergence speed at the very beginning. This is a reasonable conclusion because a randomly initialized weights usually need to be tuned from multiple directions to adapt better for
the specialized dataset. Second, although the NN models converge slightly slower when applying a smaller $N_{\text{update}}$, they can catch up with the pace of training with denser gradients and eventually obtain comparable accuracy.

C. Lifetime Evaluation

*Trade-Offs:* We explore the tradeoffs by performing experiments with different configuration parameter sets ($SI, R$). The search space of ARS interval SI ranges from $10^2$ to $10^4$, and the number of swapped rows $R$ in each ARS ranges from 2 to 128. Figs. 8 and 9, respectively, show the curves of lifetime extension versus ARS interval and normalized ARS write power under different configurations. As is shown in Fig. 9, the curves of lifetime extension versus SI are inverted U-shaped. To maximize the expected lifetime extension, the sets of configuration within the flat stage of the curves are preferred. However, while maintaining the lifetime extension, the larger SI is and the smaller $R$ is, the less overhead will be introduced by ARS. Meanwhile, Fig. 9 shows S-shaped curves of lifetime extension versus normalized ARS write energy. The optimal set should also be within the flat stage of the curves but with less energy consumption. Therefore, we choose a relatively optimal set of ($SI, R$) as $(1024, 32)$. This is a near-optimal generic configuration, although the performance may slightly vary in different models. All the following experiments utilize this set of configuration.

*Write Distribution:* The effectiveness of the proposed SGS-ARS approach in mitigating unbalanced writes is evaluated from two aspects: 1) the statistical distribution of write times and 2) the trend of maximum write time of layers during training process, compared to conventional GS and Baseline.

1) *Statistical Distribution:* As shown in Fig. 10, the box plot is adopted here to statistically analyze the distribution of the write times of all cells in CONV and FC layers of VGG-16 after 78,200 iterations training. Common statistical information is illustrated in the plot: first quartile, median, third quartile, ±2.7 variance, and outliers. For CONV layers, both the median and variance of the write times are much smaller with SGS-AGS. For FC layers, the median of write times is smaller, but third quartile is slightly larger, which indicates the distribution of write times becomes more left skewed to fewer writes. The range of outliers of both CONV and FC layers trained with SGS-AGS dramatically declines from hundreds and thousands to dozens, and even vanishes in some layers. This demonstrates that SGS-AGS not only significantly reduces the write times but also effectively resolves the unbalanced writes issue.

2) *Maximum Write Times:* Fig. 11 shows the maximum cell write times at each of the 78,200 iterations. The sample layers are, respectively, CONV (conv5.2) layer and FC (fc.0) layer of VGG-16. The write time of Baseline increases linearly, because without GS, all cells will be written in every iteration. The maximum write time of conventional GS increases much slower than the baseline, but still much faster than SGS. At the last iteration, the maximum write time of the FC layer by conventional GS is more than 29 times larger than by SGS. Overall, SGS reduces the maximum write time by around $160\times$ and $12\times$ compared to the baseline and conventional GS, respectively.
Table III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Iteration</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Memory Occupation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FF+BP</td>
<td>Update</td>
<td>ARS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet-20</td>
<td>64124</td>
<td>30.2 s</td>
<td>65.3 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VGG-16</td>
<td>78200</td>
<td>64.5 s</td>
<td>155.2 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MobileNet-v1</td>
<td>64124</td>
<td>33.4 s</td>
<td>91.4 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>450450</td>
<td>11941 s</td>
<td>1146 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 The first three networks are evaluated on the CIFAR-10 dataset, and the ResNet-50 is evaluated on the ImageNet dataset.
2 The weight is estimated based on the performance reported in [7], with an average of 42.45x speedup than GPU. Therefore, we run the training tasks on a GPU (Nvidia GeForce RTX 2080), and divide the running time by 42.45x to obtain the estimated running time of TIME systems.
3 We assume the write on one row can be parallel, and the updates on different rows and different neural layers are serially executed. The read and write latency are set as 29.31 ns and 50.88 ns based on [7].
4 We make slight modifications on the VGG-16 network, in which the FC layers are compressed to S12x512, S12x512, and S12x10.
5 The depth-wise convolution separates the channels for calculation. The row-wise SGS is equivalent to element-wise SGS in depth-wise CONV.

Table IV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Time (ms)</th>
<th>Aging Counter</th>
<th>Addr. Memory</th>
<th>#Max Write</th>
<th>Vulnerable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S+A</td>
<td>6.43</td>
<td>18.4 KB</td>
<td>10.6 KB</td>
<td>371</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S+RA</td>
<td>6.43</td>
<td>18.4 KB</td>
<td>10.6 KB</td>
<td>380</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S+RA+Re</td>
<td>7.91</td>
<td>18.4 KB</td>
<td>10.6 KB</td>
<td>397</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S+SG[27]</td>
<td>6.43</td>
<td>9B</td>
<td>64B</td>
<td>2528</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 We denote the methods as: S for SGS, A for ARS, RA for Random-ARS, Re for Refresh, and SG for Start-Gap method [27].
2 "Y" represents the method is vulnerable to malicious training; "\^" represents the method can alleviate the threat of being attacked; and "N" represents the method can defend the attacks.
3 To fairly compare, we increase the Start-Gap moving frequency to make the swapping times consistent with the ARS.

Fig. 12. Maximum write times of the training under different scenarios. Random-ARS can greatly alleviate the attack stress by 32x. Further, Refresh can continue reducing the growing speed of max write time by around 3x. Overall, 84x lifetime can be achieved under adversarial settings.

D. Security Evaluation

We evaluate the security and reliability under adversarial setting. As shown in Fig. 12, without protection methods, the max write time will linear increase with the training iteration, approximately equivalent to training with dense gradients. While the Random-ARS can reduce the rising speed of maximum write times by around 32x, the effect of defense is still unsatisfactory, because it only spreads the pressure of one row into a group of rows (R rows). The Refresh technique can expand the attacked area to the entire array. The max write time grows much slower than that without protection, and closely to the normal training workloads, e.g., training ResNet-20 on CIFAR-10 dataset.

E. Performance Overhead

Memory Occupation: Both the SGS and ARS algorithms require additional memory space to record necessary historical information. As shown in Table III, the gradients take twice memory space than weights because under the GS, a duplication of the gradients is required to accumulate the preserved gradients which are not utilized to update the weights in present iteration. Kindly noted that the momentum mechanism also requires a copy of historical gradients. Thus, it will not introduce additional memory occupation for the GS. Moreover, compared with the weights, the ARS-counter and AM-LUT take only a small portion of memory. In the meantime, the system can also provide the memory space for these intermediate data by using NVMs, because the data are modified infrequently throughout the training.

Time Consumption: We show the time consumption of the main parts throughout the training process, without considering the possible latency introduced by scheduling. The SGS significantly reduces the update overhead as per iteration only needs to write a row of the weights in every layer. Moreover, since the ARS and Refresh operations are infrequently executed, they incur less than 1% of the overall time consumption, which is negligible in the training process.

Comparison: We make ablation study to show the overhead and performance differences in Table IV. The protection strategies (Random-ARS and Refresh) only slightly impact the write balance effectiveness. Moreover, we compare the performance...
IX. CONCLUSION

In this article, we propose an effective and efficient framework to improve lifetime and security of TIME with SGS and ARS, reducing the overall write times and ensuring the write balance throughout NVM crossbars simultaneously. Moreover, Random-ARS and Refresh techniques are proposed to thwart the malicious attacks. The experimental results show the proposed methods extend the lifetime of TIME for approximately two orders of magnitude with a negligible overhead, while maintaining almost the same NN performance. Under adversarial attacking, the proposed framework can still enhance the lifetime by 84%. In future work, we plan to further evaluate various potential security risks and attack methods (e.g., side-channel attacks), and design robust solutions to enhance the security of TIME systems.
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